Street Trees Need to Change As Cities Change

Trees that worked well when our commercial centers were first developed can no longer take the strain of today's cities. Horticulturist Doug Chapman offers six tips for selecting street trees.

Winter Damage Is Up Greatly; Weather Fools Plants

Normally temperate regions of the South were hit this winter with fluke cold spells. Horticulturist Michael Dirr describes why plants failed to adjust this winter.

Mower Wounds Add Up to Kill Valuable Urban Trees

Operators of trim mowers can kill valuable trees by careless small injuries to the base of trees. Drs. Shigo and Tattar show how bumps kill trees.

Computers, Specialization Aid Public Managers

Government landscape managers reap new benefits from computers and separation from public works and recreation departments.

Arlington: Prestigious Memorial to Heroes

The landscape of Arlington National Cemetery helps honor those worthy of burial there.

Report Card For Parks Spurs Involvement

The Oak Ridge, TN, Parks Department solicits comments from the public. The result is greater pride and productivity.

Ground Control Means Plants To NASA’s Meyer

Houston's Johnson Space Center is 1,600 acres of turf and plants maintained to protect NASA's precise image.
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